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Abstract 
We give a simple method of constructing d-disjunct matrices. For k > d, our construction 
yields a (~)× (~:) d-disjunct matrix with column weight (~) and row weight (~,=~). 
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The boolean sum of two binary vectors x andy  is defined coordinate-wise using the 
rule xl v y~ = 0 if and only if xi and y~ are both zero; otherwise x~ v y~ = 1. 
Consider a t x n 0, 1 matrix M where R~ and C~, respectively, denote row i and 
co lumnj  of M. The rows and columns of M are viewed as binary vectors. A 0, 1 matrix 
has column (row) weight c(r) if every column (row) has exactly c(r) l's. The matrix M is 
called d-disjunct if the boolean sum of any d columns of M, ~/~D C j, with L DI = d, has 
the property that C~o/x (~D C j) # Cjo for each Cjo withj0~D. It is easy to see that this 
condition is equivalent o: For  any d + 1 columns of M with one designated, there is 
a row with a 1 in the designated column and a 0 in each of the other d columns. 
Let [n] denote the set {1, ... ,n} and let ((~)) denote the family of j-subsets of In]. 
For  d < k < n, we define the (~) x (~,) 0, 1 matrix M(d, k, n) by letting the rows and 
columns be, respectively, represented by the members of ((~])) and ((~)) in the following 
E n fashion: For  a given D e ((~)) and K ((k)), the matrix M(d, k, n) has a 1 in its (D, K)th 
entry if and only i fD c K. It is easy to see that M(d,k,n) has column weight (~) and 
row weight (7,_-aa). 
Propos i t ion  1. M(d, k, n) is an ("a) x (~,) d-disjunct matrix with column weight (ka) and row 
weight (~7_aa). 
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Proof. Let Cjo, Cj . . . . . .  Cj~ be d + 1 columns of M(d, k, n) with Cj0 being distinguished. 
For  the columns Cjo, C~, ..., Cj~, there are corresponding Kjo, K~I, . . . ,  Kj~ k-subsets 
of In].  For  each i with 1 ~< i ~< d, there must be an xi ~ K jo \K j ,  hence {xi: 1 ~< i ~< d} 
is contained in a d-subset Do of In]  with Do c Kjo, and, for each i with 1 ~< i ~< d, we 
have that Do ¢K j , .  Thus, the row of M(d,k,n)  that corresponds to Do has a 1 in 
column Cjo and a 0 in each of the columns Cj . . . . . .  Cj~. 
Disjunct matrices have important  appl icat ions in the areas of nonadapt ive group 
testing [1, 5, 6-1 binary super imposed codes [2, 1, 7, 8-1, and extremal set theory I-4, 3]. 
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